The recent, preliminary determination of masses and physical parameters for the ROSAT discovered, weak T Tauri RXJ 0529.4 +0041, a double lined eclipsing binary, is a very important test for the pre-main sequence (PMS) models. In fact, its secondary (0:95 0:05 M ) is still in the Hayashi phase, where the T eff 's are highly dependent on the modelling of the surface convective layers.
INTRODUCTION
The experimental data presently available on young objects in star forming regions, need to be compared with theoretical evolutionary tracks, to be correctly interpreted in terms of age, mass, and other parameters. D'Antona (2000) and references therein review the physical inputs influencing the premain sequence (PMS) location (equation of state, low temperature opacities, model atmosphere and rotation). One crucial point is that PMS models are largely convective and, at least for masses above 0:1 M , convection is overadiabatic. Then, the tracks depend on the treatment of convection in the envelope. The usual approach is the Mixing Length Theory (MLT, Böhm-Vitense 1958) , which relies on the empirical calibration of the ratio mixing length to pressure scale height ( = l=H p ). For solar type stars, is generally fixed to fit of the solar radius at the solar age. In D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) we adopted for the PMS the 'Full Spectrum of Turbulence' (FST) description of convection given by Canuto & Mazzitelli 1991 , where the convective fluxes are larger than in the MLT and are consistent with experimental data (Castaing et al. 1989 ). This leads to PMS models generally hotter than the MLT ones.
Due to the problems with turbulent convection, one possible choice to 'calibrate' the PMS is to empirically tune star by star (for known masses) to get the fit between models and observations. Unfortunately, in this way any predictive power is lost, and nobody can guarantee selfconsistent results when more observations will become available. Our present approach is opposite: we try to build up models which can be tested against the observations, and improved by including pieces of missing physics.
The FST PMS tracks face with a problem (e.g. Martín 1997): the increased efficiency of convection gives a Lithium depletion much larger than the maximum observed depletion (about a factor two at the solar mass) in young open clusters 3 . In Ventura et al. 1998a we showed that the Lithium depletion of PMS models could be reduced by accounting for the influence of a stellar magnetic field on the thermal structure. Both the strong X-ray emission, attributed to the corona activated by the presence of a magnetic field, and recent results on polarization (Johns-Krull et al. 1999a) show that large fields are present in PMS. They should be considered for any adopted convection model.
In this letter we investigate in more detail the problem of magnetic structures, addressing two main questions: 1) the location in the HR diagram of tracks for magnetic stars (both for FST and MLT models); 2) how much this location depends on the surface magnetic field and on its internal scaling. We are motivated by the determination of masses and physical parameters for some PMS stars (Dutrey et al. 1998 , Melo et al. 2000 and in particular for the weak T Tauri RXJ 0529.4 +0041, a double lined eclipsing binary . The HR diagram location of some of these stars is in fact difficult to be reconciled with 'standard' tracks.
We also shortly address the problem of models in which the dynamo is linked to rotational evolution. Approaching the main sequence (MS), magnetic braking slows down rotation, and the thermal effect of the magnetic field is expected to vanish for solar type stars.
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RXJ 0529.4 +0041 AND CURRENT PMS MODELS
Although the data for RXJ 0529.4 +0041 are still preliminary, in Fig. 1 we show the location in the HR diagram of the components of this binary as given by Covino et al. (2000) . The primary mass is 1.3 0:05 M , and it appears to be in the radiative part of the PMS track, already approaching the MS. Canuto et al. (1996) -hereinafter CGM-convective fluxes. The dashed line is our MLT sequence with = l=H p = 1:4, in fair agreement with today's Sun. Also given are two models by Baraffe et al. 1998 (B98) with non-grey boundary conditions and MLT, with = 1 and = 1:9. Long-dashed is the Palla and Stahler (1999) solar PMS, also computed with MLT and grey atmospheres. The vertical parts of the various PMS differ each other by several hundred degrees: the most efficient convection (CGM FST) yields the hottest models, the = 1 non grey atmosphere track by B98 yields the coolest ones. Only this latter sequence reaches the location of RXJ 0529.4 +0041, but in MS it is 350K cooler than the present Sun.
The standard FST model (CGM) is hotter than RXJ 0529.4 +0041 by 700K. It is then very unlikely that the FST models, without any physical modifications, can be made consistent with the location of our object. Fitting the secondary of RXJ 0529.4 +0041 is then a powerful test for PMS tracks.
PHYSICAL INPUTS
We computed models with the ATON2.0 code (Ventura et al. 1998b) . We make the hypothesis that stellar rotation produces a magnetic field, B, whose thermal effect is considered, following the approach by Moss (1968) , valid for B 2 << P, where P is the pressure. We modify the Schwarzschild criterion for convective instability to r rad > r ad + where = B 2 =(B 2 + P), and is the ratio of specific heats. For small values of (<0.05), the convective gradient is very close to the unperturbed gradient plus .
We use a very preliminary description of the field and of its scaling through the structure, starting from an average value of the "surface" field (B sur f ). From the solar observations, we know that the fields are concentrated in regions where the intensity is of the order of a kG, but with low filling factors (10 −2 to 10 −3 ). In this case, we suppose that it is reasonable, for our purposes, to adopt a low field strength, corresponding to the average solar dipolar field of 1G. For the T Tauri, fields of kG strength cover much larger regions of the surface (Johns Krull et al. 1999a , Guenther et al. 1999 , with topologies more complex than a pure dipole (Johns Krull et al. 1999b) . We again make the hypothesis of an "average" field at the photosphere, which we introduce in the models. How B sur f is related to the observed fields is a problem which, at this stage of investigation, we can not determine, apart from stating that, the smaller are the observed fields, the smaller is B sur f in our models. We also need to know how B sur f scales in the stellar interior. In Ventura et al. 1998a and in some of the present models we make the hypothesis that the ratio magnetic to thermal energy remains constant from the surface to the interior, that is B 2 =P = constant along the structure. We call this approximation 'constant ratio scaling' (CRS). In other models, we release this hypothesis and compute sequences in which the field has a shallower increase in deeper layers. We set a value of B sur f and evaluate the quantity: sur f = B 2 sur f =P sur f where P sur f is the pressure at the base of the optical atmosphere. We then scale
where P loc is the local pressure, from which we get a value for the local magnetic field: B loc = ( loc P loc ) 1=2 . We have checked values of ' 0:1, and will call this approximation 'shallower ratio scaling' (SRS). In addition, we set a maximum value of B max = 10 5 G. For the Sun, this value may be the limit for fields wound up in the convective zone, against magnetic buoyancy instability (Caligari et al. 1995) . In the computed models P sur f ranges from 8 10 4 , for the younger, more expanded models, to 2 10 5 (in cgs units). The 'extragradient' for B sur f 60G ranges from 0:045 to 0:02 at the surface. Note that ' 10 −5 for the Sun, where P sur f ' 10 5 , and B ' 1G. This very low excess gradient does not affect the properties of the solar convective region.
4. RESULTS
FST models with magnetic field
We show in figure 2 the results obtained for the evolution of a 0.95 M in the CRS hypothesis for B sur f from 0 to 45G. The larger is B sur f , the cooler are the tracks. We also show SRS ( =0.09) models, with B sur f =60 and 80G. In these latter sequences we allowed for some temporal evolution of B. We assumed that B sur f decreases once the star is settled on the MS, where rotation slows down via magnetic braking. We then decreased the value of B sur f during the final phases of evolution approaching the main sequence. Its influence then becomes negligible, and the MS location is coincident with the nonmagnetic structures location. From Fig.2 it clearly turns out that the effect of B on the thermal structure can not be mimicked by acting upon the convective model alone. This can be understood taking, for example, the structure B = 80G, SRS. At 10 7 yr (log T eff ' 3:7, log L=L ' −0:438) is 0:03 at the surface; the presence of a B > 0 forces a deeper (hotter and denser) start of convection.
For any convective model, this also gives a shallower overadiabaticity peak which would make the surface hotter. But in the deep convective layers, where no overadiabaticity is expected any more, is still 0:01 down to a mass fraction of 10 −6 , where B loc 2000G. This mimicks a longer lasting superadiabaticity, which makes the surface cooler. Balancing between these two effects (a shallower "extra-gradient", but present also in the interior), makes the track cooler. How much cooler, is a function of both B sur f and of . At least in principle, B sur f can be directly observed in PMS stars, and a correct physical coupling between the internal rotational evolution of the star and the "average" dynamo generated magnetic field can give a physical recipe for the internal scaling of B both as a function of depth and time. In this respect, the parametrisation of used in the present work is not the introduction of one further free parameter, which could be mimicked by an increase of our ignorance of the meaning of in the MLT. It is instead the first order-of-magnitude exploration of the effects expected when introducing a true physical feature, working in the stars but not allowed for in the present day modelling. If we attribute the magnetic field to a dynamo action, in general we can expect that, for a fixed stellar mass, slowly rotating T Tauri's (or those with a smaller X-ray emission) are hotter than faster rotating ones (larger X-ray emission). In the future, this effect could be observationally tested, while tuning of the MLT does not allow any such prediction. 
MLT models with magnetic field
Since a magnetic field has a thermal effect for any convection description, we also computed MLT models. Figure 3 shows the evolution of MLT sequences, with B sur f = 0, 60 and 90G ( =1.4) and B sur f = 0, 30 and 60G ( =1) in the SRS case. For the =1.4 tracks we forced B sur f to slowly decrease with time, so that the MS location moves towards the non-magnetic structure location. The possible difference between the MS location at the beginning of the evolution, if rotation is still very fast, and later on, when rotation and B sur f become negligible, is worth investigating in the future. In fact, there is an excursion of 800K between the = 1:4 standard model and the initial MS model with B sur f = 90G.
Lithium depletion
We show in Fig. 4 the temporal evolution of surface Lithium in the FST sequences. As already noticed (Ventura et al. 1998a) , standard FST PMS depletes so much lithium that it is hard to get consistency even with the present solar abundance (in mass fraction X Li ' 10 −11 ). Even a small field drastically reduces the depletion, since the temperature gradient is increased along the whole convective region, which then becomes thinner and cooler at the bottom, where Lithium is burnt. 
COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
In figure 2 we show the HR diagram of our tracks and compare it with RXJ 0529.4 +0041 as given by Covino et al. (2000) . The secondary of RXJ 0529.4 +0041, which is just in the phase where Lithium burning takes place, is consistent with our CSR models for a surface field of ' 35 -45G. In the SRS hypothesis, the location is consistent with a larger B sur f (' 60 − 80G). Fig.   3 shows that, for SRS MLT models, the fit requires B sur f ' 90G for = 1:4, and B sur f ' 60G for =1.
The other objects shown are ROSAT selected spectroscopic binaries components for which the M sin 3 i determination has been obtained by Melo et al. (2000) . The mass shown in the figure is then a lower limit to the stellar mass. The arrows for the RXJ 0529.4 +0041 components point to the locations given by Melo et al. (2000) , previous to the discovery that this object is an eclipsing binary, to point out how much uncertain the observational data are. In addition we show the location of GM Aur and DM Tau, for which masses have been determined from the dynamics of their circumstellar material (Dutrey et al. 1998) . Uncertainties are such that, at T eff > 4500K, it is hard to say whether they are consistent or not with standard tracks, even the very hot FST ones. See, for instance, the case of DM Tau, with a mass of 0.47 0:06 M . Both GM Aur (0.84 0:05 M ) and the secondary of RXJ 0529.4 +0041, however, are much too cool for standard FST tracks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our main conclusions are the following: 1) the T eff 's from 'standard' evolutionary tracks represent upper limits, since these models do not include the magnetic field effect on the thermal structure;
2) inclusion of the magnetic field, whichever is the convection theory, leads to cooler models and lower lithium depletions in PMS. Models can be built which fit the formal location of the secondary of RXJ 0529.4 +0041, with B sur f ' 35 − 80G, depending on the internal scaling of the field.
3) In principle, PMS stars do not have a unique location in the HR diagram, but we should expect a correlation of T eff with B sur f and then with the rotation rate. Our results could also imply that the MS of young, fast rotating stars (whose dynamo fields should be larger) is cooler than older MS. When rotation slows down, the final location of all stars converges to a unique, 'standard' (no magnetic field) MS. In the near future, with the version ATON3.0 of our code, including rotation (Mendes et al. 1999 ), we will focus our efforts on the rotational evolution, to understand how B sur f is linked to the rotation and how it scales inside the structure, to go beyond the simple approximations (CRS and SRS) presented in this paper.
